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" 

4. If we approach along the eay y = mx the singulal' point (0,0) 
then the tangent of the integral curve is indicated by 

dy = m + Fl(m) 
d.'V Jf\(m) + .'Vl!\(m) 

80 in (0,0) we ha\Te 

5. If the differential equation has the singulal' point x = a, y = b, 
with critical pencil, then the investigation is reduced to the preceding 
by a substitution x = x + a, y = "ij + b. 

Mathematics. "On continuous vector distributions on surfaces" . Ey 
Dr. L. E. J. BROUWER. (Oommunicated by Prof. D. J. KORTEWEG). 

(Communicated in the meE:ting of March 27, 1909). 

'fhe theol'em, that a diffel'ential equation dy = f (x y), in which we 
dm 

suppose f to be univalent and continuous, possesses through each 
point (Xl' YI) one integral curve was proved for the first time by OAUCHY 1) 
for a field, in which f possesse& a continuous partial differential 
quotient with regal'd to one of the two variables, and then by 
LIPSCH1TZ 2) for a field in wInch the difference quotients of f with 
regard to one of the two variables tbr increases of that variable 
below a certain maximum do not exceed in absolute, value a certain 
maximum. 

PEANO 3) finally has done away with all restrictions for J with 
the exception of its' contmuity, and has proved, that then still thro~gh 
any point at least one (but now in general more than one) integral 
curve exists. It is this result of PEANO of which we shall make use 
,ta deduce a property of continllous vector distributions on a sphere 
(or on a surface equivalent to it in the sense of analysis situs, aftel' 
it has been made measurable by a net of curves which is continuous 
one-one image of the net of pl'incipal circles of a sphere). 

1) Exen;. d'anal. I, 1840, p. 327; comp. also MOlGNo, Leç. sur Ze caZc. diff. et 
int., Tm II (Paris 1844), leç. 26, 27, 28, sa. 

2) Bull. des sc. math. 10, 1876, p. ]49. 
S) Mathem. Ann. 37, 1890, p. 482; the proof has considerably been simplified by 

ARzELÀ, Sull'esistenza degl'integrali neUe equazioni differenziali ordinarie, Memo
rie della Acc. di Bologna (5) 6, 1896, p. 33. 
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We shaH suppose that the vector becomes nowhere zero or infinite; 
in any point the direction is then univalently determined, and that 
direction val'ies continuously from point to point. Ey placing the 
sp here into a Euclidean space and by projecting there an arbitrary 
spherical shell upon its base plane, we then deduce from the theorem 
of PEANO that in an arbitrary point of the sphere we can at 
least start one single curve, which ir:; tanpent curve to the vector 
distribution. Let r be such a tangent curve; we shall then say, that 
we pursue l' if w~ describe it in the direction of the vector and thar 
we "1'ecur" it, if we describe it in the direction opposite to the vector. 

We flOW introduce a spherica.1 di5tance {3 with the property, that 
within an arbitrary circle described on the sphere witb radius (3 the 
angZe I) of any two vectors is < l/S 11'. ~). 

Let us now start the curve r iil Ao and let us pursue it up to a 
point P in su rh a wa), that all poin ts of the describE'd arc AoP 
have a distance < (j from Ao, then the 1'adius vector dmwn frorn Ao 
to an arbitrary point of the a1'C AoP wilZ enclose with tlte direction 
of the vector in Ao an angle < 1/8:Tt. For, if one of the two arcs 
of principal cil'cles, which in Ao make an angle l/s j( with the vector, 
were transgl'essed by l' between A 0 and P, then according to the 
supposition the vector is directed in that point of intersection to the 
inner side of the angle formed hy those two circulal' ares; so if we 
pursue l' from Ao to P, it cau enter the just-mentioned angle, but 
it Call110t leave it; then however it must al ways l'emain inside that 
angle. 

It is likewise evident, thM, if T is an arbitrary point on tbe arc 
AoP, the radius vector drawn from T to an arbitrary point of the 
arc TP encl05es with the vector direction in T an angle < l/s "'. 

,liet Q now be an al'bitrary point of l' between Ao and P, we 
th en know th at the vector direction has in Q a component in the' 
direction of the radius vector Ao Q; thus, if Q moves along l' from 

1) "For the definition - of the angle belween lwo vectors not starting from the 
same point in an arbitrary non·Euclidean space, comp. these Proceedings Vol. 
IX, 1906, page 121, 122. To determine that angle here on the sphere we transfer 
the two vectors to a point of the pl'incipul circle, which joins th cm, maintaining 
their angle with that circle. 

2) That such a sphel'ical distance (j can always be indicated, is evident as follows: 
If a point D approaches indefinitely to a point a, in which the vector is not 

zero, then on account of the contiuuity of the vector distribution also the angle 
between the veclors in D and 0 converges to zero, and farlhermore that con
vergence takes pI ace for different points of convergence G ttnif01"mly, the vector 
distribution being uniformly continuoUB on account of the sphel'~ being a closed 
set of points. 
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AD to P, the length of the radius vector Ao Q and likewise that of 
any radius vector TQ (if T is an arbitrary point already passed) 
increases continually. 

From this we conc1ude in the first place that between Aa and P 
the curve l' cannot meet itself and thel1 th at, when pUl'suing l' from 
Ao, ce1'tainly a point Bo is a'rrivecl at, possessinp a clistance {Jf1'om Ao. 

For, if such a point were never l'eached, we eOllld point out on 
l' a series of points 

G1 ' G, , ... Gru , Gru+l"" . G", . .. 
whieh would not end at any number a of the second class of 
numbers, which points would possess from Ao the distances 

El , E2 , •••• E~l , Eru+l , •••• E" , •••• 

which would continual1y incl'ease in tlus order, but remain smaller 
than {J. This however is impossible because the set of the differences 

E"+1 - E" 
must be denumerable. 

Any point Ao is folIo wed by a well-determined point Bo; sueh an 
arc AoBo we shall eaU a jfJ-clI'c, t11e distance bet ween the end points 
of a {J-arc is fJ; its length lies between {J and i9V2, as IS easily seen. 

Now in the first place it can occur that the purslling branch and 
the recunent Ol1e aftel' a finite numbel' of p-arcs have met cither 
each other or one of the two itself. 

in tflat case we possess a closed sin,qle tangent curve to tlle vector 
dist1'ibution. 

If not, the pursuing branch and the recurrent one ean be continued 
over an infinite number of {J-al'cs without a meeting talbng place, 
this case we shall investigate more cJosely. 

Let r be = 1/2{J and let Ao , Al , ....1 2 , • " be a series of pomts on 
l' in such a way, that each arc A"A"+1 IS ar-arc. We are now 
sure that this series of poin ts can reach each finite index. Let fm'ther
on p be an integer greater thal1 tlle quotient of the sphel'ieal surface 
by the surface of a circle of radIUS 1 kt on the sphel'e. 

Let us pursue l' fi'om ...1 0 and let us deseribe round each 
point All a eircle with radius 1/2"1, t11en two eonsecutive olies ofthose 
eü'cles touch each othel' on' t11e11' outside, and any four consecutive 
cireles lie entirely outside each othel'; however, when Ap is reached, two 
eü'cles intersecting each other must have appeal'ed, and at the same 
time or already before, a .ft?wt point F on 'r must have been reached 
possessing a distance r from a point G lying more than a {J-arc behind 
it, IC G lies between A/I- 1 and A/I, then AI!+1 and AIt+2 have a ! 

distauce from G which is > 1, whilst Alt is separated by less than . 

• 
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a ~·are from G; sa G and F are sepal'ated on r by at least three 
points A. 

Let FE be a ~·arc, then on FE hes a point H not coinciding with 

E m su eh a way, that na othel' pomt of that arc has a smaller dlstance 
fl'om G Th€' arc of rJ'llJcipal ell'c]e GH is then in H perpendicular 
to T, antI as the vector ellrections In G anel H farm with each othel' 
an angle < 1/8:Jr, they are dll'ected to the same side of that arc of 
eircle, The arc of cu'cle and the arc GH of l' have farthermore 
only th811' endpoll1ts in comman, alld they farm together a closed 
single cztJ've k, of wlticlt the leng th is smaller titan (p+3) r V2, and 
w hieh dl vIdes the sphere into two do~ain&, 

If we pursue l' from G, It fil'st runs to H along the boundal'Y of 
those two domams, anel then at H enters one of those domains gl' 
mul wilt leave it no m01'e, for It no more meets, its own arc G H 
accol'ding to the supposltion, and if it were to meet the arc of 
pl'lllcipal circle GH, that would be at a distance < (J from H, 
th11'3 wlth a pUl'smng tangent ellrectlOn, whieh would léad it into 
g1' but could not make it leave that domain; so this meeting will 
never be able to take plaee either 1), 

And analogously, if we recul' l' from H, it fit'st runs to G along 

1) Ou the same glounds Jt IS clear that fol' r, independent of the chOlce of Ao, 
G and H. cm talllly a mil1UllUIl1 dlstauee d ean be pointed out, undel' which, 
aftel' thEl (3 arc begmnmg lil 11, r WlIl never he able to approach, belween the 
two {3 arcs beginning JU G ul1d in H, the arc of pl'ineipal cu'c!e GH, 
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the boundal'y of the two domains, to enter at G the Otllel' domain .q~ 
and leave it no more. 

Let now r' be=ir and A'o (eoinciding with H), A'1'A'2' .... 
a series of points on r in sueh a way, that each arc A'IlA/Il+1 
is a r'-arc. In the same way as we have constructed the curve k, 
we now constmct a single closed curve k' consisting of an al'c G' H' 
of r, and all arc of principal circle G' H', which is smaller than r'. 

This curve /.;' lies entirely inside gl; for aftel' the preceding the 
only way in which it might still le~tye it, is thai the two arcs of 
principal circles GH and 0' H' should meet in two points, which 
is impossible, both arcs being <Jr'. 

80 the curve /.;' divides gl into 1. an al1nulal' domain (which 
only in the special case that Hand 0' coincide becomes singly 
connected), in which lieb (he arc HG' of 1', and 2. a singly connected 
domain g'l' within which lies the pursuing branch of l' past -H'. 

Repeating this pl'ocess indefinitely and taking every time r(n+l) = ! y(II), 

we construct a type of order w of single closed cur~es, of which 
each following one lies within the preceding ones, and it is easily 
proved, that as soon as yCn) has tallen under a certain max-imum I), 
the following CUL'ves leell) have all a lengtll smallel' tban (p + 3) y V2. 
Hence the lengths of all curves kC,,) lie below a same finÏte limit. 

We ean 1l0W regal'd the place on the sphere of a variabIe point 
of ken) as a function of the length of arc 8 between G(1/) and that 
point. The different k(71)'s are then represented by a system of 
uniformly continUOlt8 functions. Thus according to ARZEIJ\. 2) a 
fundamental series 

kCT1), k(T2) , MTs), ••• 

can be indieated, converging 'ltnifol'mly to a continuous limit function k(ól). 
The differential quotients of the functions deteunining the curves 

kCT) are in any point indicated by the vector dirtction in that point; 
they are uniformly approximated by the functions of 8 detel'mining 
the difference quotients with respect to 8, and they are themselves 
u:p.iformly continuous functions of 8. 

80 they converge uniformly to a continuous limit function represent
ing the differential quotient, i. e. Lhe tangent dil'ectiOll of k(61). 

1) Such a maximum i., the quantity d mentioned in the preceding note. ~'or if 
we then take G(II) as Ao, and if we construct the corresponding curve k, then 
the length of the arc between G(Il) and the point H belonging to that curve k is 
smaller than (p + 2) 7' V2. We know here however fol.' sure, that, if berore this 
point H no point on r has been reached posse~sing a distunce smallel' than ~ from 
GC'I), such a point will not appeal' farther on either. _ 

2) ~Funzioni di linee", Rendiconti Lincei (4) 5,1 (1889), p. 342; "Sulle (iinziom 
di linee", Memorie della Accademia di Bologna (5) 5 (1895), p. 225. 
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So, as any point of k(w) is limit point of points of kCn) lying on 1', 

the limit curve k,OI) is a tan,qent Clt1'Ve to tlte vector distribution. 
Fal'thel'ffiOre s also represents the length of arc of k(W) and as the 

Jengths of the kC-r)'s remain below a same fini te limit, k(w) also 
returns into itself aftel' having described a finite length of arc. 

The curve k(ol) cannot reduce to a single .... point, for then the 
whole of the dil'ections of the taJlgents to a curve contracting to a 
single point would converge to a single direction, namely the vector 
direction in that limit point, wllÎch is impossible. 

Neithel' can a point of XJw) belong to two different values of s, 
unless a,fter a whole circuit; for otherwise k(ol) would con sist of a 
single closed curve plus points in its "inner domain" (if we caU 
its "outer domain" that in which all curves k{71) He); which is 
likewise impossible. 

So it is evident that k(W) is a single closed curve to which the 
pUl'suing branch of l' spll'ally converges uniformly. 

In tbe same way it is evident, that also- the recurrent branch of l' 
spirally converges nniformly lo a single closed curve k'eo,) lying 
entil'ely outside 'eH. 

T!te tan.qent curve 7' has t!tere/ore /01' analysis situs the charactm' 
of a double ch'cula?' spwal ci?'cltit, wlwse two asymptotic closed 
cUl'ves fl1'e lilcewise tangent curves to t!te vecto?' dist1,ibution. 

80 we possess /01' continllous vector clist1,ibutions having in any point 
a definite cli?'ectwn, at any ?'ate a single closed tangent curve. 

Possessing now sueh a elosed tangent curve 1'1' we ('an start 
anotyer tangent curve in one of the domains determined by the former, 
whieh domain we shall caJl its "inner domain". This curve can 
hehave in different ways: 

A. When sutllciently pursued on one side alld rec.'Ul'red on the 
othel' side, it finally returns into itself without having met 1'i' _ 

In tbis case we possess a single closed tangent curve 1'2 bounding 
a singly c0l1l1erled "innel' domain" fOl'ming a part of the inner 
domain of 1'1. 

B .. It does not retu1'l1 into itself inside ,\; here the following cases 
are possible: 

a. Wh en recul'ring we find it starting somewhere on 1'1; when 
we pursue it, it does not meet 1\. Then accol'ding to what precedes 
jJ the pursuing branch convel'ges spirally to a single cJosed tangent 
curve 1'2' bounding a singly connected "inner dornain", which is a 
part of the inner domain of 1'1' 

{J. 'Vhen recul'ring we do not find it starting on 1\ ; when we pursue 
it ho wever it ends somewhel'e on' 1'1' Then the recurrent branch 
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furnishes a single closed tangent curve 1', with the same property 
as above. 

y. Neither when we pursue, neither when we reCIJl'e it meets 1\. 
It then converges on both sides to a single closed tangent curve. 
One of these can coincide with 1'1 j the other however is a single 
closed tangent curve '1', with the same property as above. 

ó. When we pursue as weH as when we recure it meets r 1 • The 
arc lying bet ween the first meeting-points on both sides forms t6en 
with an arc of 1\ joining those same points a single closed tangent 
curve '1', with the same property as above. 

In the same way we can now again encIose a part of the inner 
domain of '1'2 by a single closed tangent curve 1'8' and we can 
construct in this way a fundamental series of single closed tangent 
curves 

for which we show, in the same way as above for the curves kIn), 

that there exists an upper limit for their' length of arc and 
fartheron, that they converge uniformly to a single closed tangent 
curve '1'0), whose inner domain is a part of that of any curve r'l' 

But we can still again let 1'0) lose a part of its inner domain by 
a single closed tangent curve 1'0+1, and again r.,+ 1 by 1'0+2, and 
this process' can be continued aftel' any index of the second cIass 
of numbers. 

On the other hand, however, this is an absurdity, as the system 
of those losses of domain must remain denumerable. 

The supposition, that the vector direction should be determined in 
any point, has thus proved to be impossible, so th at we can forrnulate: 

THEOREM 1. A vector direction va1'ying continuoztsly on a singly 
connected, twosided, closea surjace must be incleterminate in at least 
one point. . 

And from this follows directly: 

THEOREM 2. A vector distribution anywhere univalent and cOl1timwus 
on a singly connected, twosicled, closed sw/ace must be zero 01' 

infinite in at least one point. 
If we represent the complex plane stereographically on the NEUMANN 

sphere, a complex function becomes a vector distribution on the sphel'e. 
80 we cau also interpret our resulL as follows: 

TREOREM 3. A univalent, con~inuous function 0/ a compleaJ va1'iable 
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being nowhere zero or infinite and without singula1' points canno! 
exist 1). 

Between the above theol'em 2 and the property deduced in a 
former communication 2) th at every continuous one-one transformation 
with invariant indicatrh of a sphel'e in itself shows at least one 
invariant point is a close connection. At th'st sight one might even 
suppose that they can be directly deduced out of each other. Rowever 
this is not the case; on the contrary: they complete each other. 

Let us namely suppose on one hand the theorem about the vector 
distribution to be proved. If then is given a continuous one-one 
transformation of the sphel'e in itself, we can join each point 
P with its image P' by an arc of principal cil'cle PP', and ronsider 
that arc of circle in size and dil'ection as a vector in P. But 
the univalence and the continuity of sueh a vector distl'ibntion is 
now assured onl)', if for no point P the image lies in the anti
podic poiut; and as this may not be assumed for an arbitrary 
continuous one-one transformation, a direct appearance of the 
theoreIl} of the invariant point is excluded. 

Let us 011 the other hand I'egard as proved the theorem of the 
invariant point, and let tt continuous vector clistribution be constructed 
on the sphere. lf we 1,hen make the points of the sphere undergo 
infinitesilIlal displacements proportiOllate to the vectors, and if we may 
suppose these c1isplacements to genel'ate at the limit a onè-one trans
formation (of it&elf continuous and leaving the indicatrix invariant), 
we can conclude from it t.hat the vector distribution must of neces
sity be somewhere zero Ol' infinite. We are, however, SU1'e of tbe 
one-one corresponclence of that tmnsfol'mation only if by inde
finite decl'ease of the vectol's we can make the vector variation 
anywhel'e smaller than tbe eorrespondillg point val'iation, th us 
if the infinitesimal diffel'ence quotiellts of the given vector 
distribution do not exceed a cel'tain maximum. And as in general 
this condition is not satisfied, the theorem of the vector distribution in 
its general form does not appeal' c1irectly as a consequence of the 
theorem of the invariant point. 

Acontinnous veetor distribution on the elliptic plane thl'ough a 
one-two cOl'l'espondence determining a contimlOus vector distribution 
on the sphere, the two following theorems also hold : 

1) For monogenozts complex functions this is a well-known theorem; for, a 

constant has in the point of thc NEUMANN sphere representing the infinite a 

singular point. 

~) These Proceedings, page 797 of this volume. 

58 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XI. 
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'rHEOREM.J. A veetol' dil'eetivn vw'ying eonfi1UtOusl!l on Ct Si'Yj,g1.1J 
conneetecl, onesidecl, closed sUl'face IIUtst be incletermiuate at least in 
one point, 

'rHEOREM 5. A contin~tOU8 veetol' dist1,ibution anYlVJwI'e univalent 
on a singly connected, onesicled, close cl s'll1'face m:lt,~t vanislt 01' become 
i1~finite at least in one point. 

By rhe following elementary example tl1eol'em 4 is illusLi'H,ted: 
If ,ve wish to acljoin in lhe pJ'ojective plane by lillear l'e]ations 

, between the l'espective coorclinates to an)' point P a straight line 
passing tlll'ough that point, this is 0111y possible by taking fol' th at 
line the line whieh joins P wilh a fixer] point O,. 'rheol'em 4: info1'l11s 
us thnt if we wish 10 select in any point P one of the two half 
lines ,joinil1g Panel Q, this cannot be clone continuously. 

We really see that if P moves nlong' n straight line and if at the 
same time the half line PO, val'ies continnollsly, ,aftel' a circnit of P 
that half line has not l'emained t ho bame, 

Finally we l10tJce thal tIJeorem 5 ltas as a dit'eet consequence tbe 
theorem of the invariant point fol' the ellipLic p1ane. 1

) 

Fol', fOl' a continuous one-one tmnsfol'll1ation of the elliptic plane 
in itself tlie (wo btl'aigbt line segmenls, whiel! join Panel its image 
PI, dete1'l11ine, it is true, t wo oppositely elil'eeLecl vectors, but a 
selection out of tllem fOl' one point c1eLermines a seleetiOll evel',)'whel'e, 
val',)'ing C'ontinnol1s1y in the whole pJane. This is immedia.Lely proved, 
if we lel P move aloIlg n llJlilatel'a.l curve; P' describeti Lhen like
wise n nnilateml C'lllTe, allel lltc belecLecl segll1ellt P PI, aftel' lw,ving 
val'iec1 eontinllollsly dul'Ïng lbe cÎl'ctlil, JutS l'emained the s<uue as 
before, 

As ütl'th~l'more the vector clisLl'ibutioll, constl'Llclecl in this way, 
becomes nowhel'e infinite, ij, must vanish aL leabl in one point; this 
point is invariant fot' the 1l'i:1,l1sfol'llJatioll. 

1) These Proceedings, page 798 of this vol. 
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